Middlewich Primary School Newsletter

Interview of the term: Mrs. La. Porta
Ellie Fletcher and Sophie Halsall interviewed our headteacher Ms La Porta. Here is what she told us.
“It is really interesting being headteacher at Middlewich Primary School. There is always so much
happening. Recently I have enjoyed the coffee morning for Macmillan Cancer, the poem day, the school
disco, art day and most of all the good manners shown by the children at our school. I would like to
improve on the children being more thoughtful to each other and, if I had the opportunity, I would make
the small hall bigger and add a conservatory .We have started to achieve this year’s school goal a lot faster
than we normally do, which I am very impressed by. I love seeing children and teachers enjoying
themselves, focusing well throughout all lessons. I also like seeing teachers helping children with their
education. I’ve been Headteacher for 9 years now and I’m very proud of this school.

New teachers





5B Miss S. Beanland (sort of new!)
3D Miss .K. Dixon
2AW Miss A. Worden
1T Miss G .Thornton
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How many cats, dogs and rats can you find in the grid?
Pet Quiz
Can you name 10 different breeds of dog?
Which pets stay up late?

Which pet had six dinners?
Which pet has a VERY bad memory?
Answers in the next newsletter.
Have you seen the horrible homework on our school website?
1. Hold a spider (younger readers)
2. Complete 30 seconds of keepyuppies
3 .Design and make a friendship bracelet
4 .Create and make a delicious pizza for your family’s tea
5. Hold a spider for 30 seconds
6 .Go for 24 hours without technology
7 .Iron a shirt (year 5 and 6)
We think these are great ways to be brilliant outside of the classroom.
Or you could also try one of the seven by seven. One of our recommendations is
When Hitler Sole Pink Rabbit by Judith Kerr.
This is a good book for older readers, especially if you want to learn more about WW2.
Younger readers may like The Tiger Who Came to Tea by the same author.
If you have any recommendations please write to us the Year 6 Newsletter group, (give them to Mrs
Davies or Mr Taziker) and we will include them in future issues.
Happy Reading!!
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